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Murderous Maths: All Shapes and Sizes is full of facts, tricks and tips about why shapes are
super and measurements are magic! Updated for the relaunch of the primary national curriculum
in autumn 2014, children can learn all about tricky triangles, vicious circles, spangled angles and
much more with simple explanations and hilarious characters.
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New Mom, “Snarky British wit introduces math to young readers. Our son loves the Murderous
Maths series. These are British books that have been recombined for the US publication. Each
US volume is equal to two books originally published in the UK. They are a bit snarky, but
introduce lots of great math concepts. Our 9-year-old son loves these and rereads them quite
often. There's a full website for Murderous Maths and lots of additional books.”

Beckitoo, “Making maths fun. Fun and interesting. This book makes those boring complex math
into something to look forward too. I bought for my daughter, and read it with her and despite
having maths o level , still learned more than i did at school and easier ways of doing math. Well
written, fun and best of all enjoyed”

Susan, “good buy. I have already bought two of theses books because my daughter never gets
bored she had murderous maths and read that twice she says they have good facts in it about
maths and tells you in a good fun way about maths and the history of maths or shapes in sizes.”

Don S H, “very informative but fun. saw this as a library book, found it good and bought one for
my ten year old gandsons.”

Parimal, “It is fun read for my 8-yr old. It is fun read for my 8-yr old, but she may not be grasping
all the nuances. But the book keeps her interested. Another read a year later will be unravel
another layer to her.”

Shounak, “Recommended.. The three series is a good start for children in maths.”

The book by Kjartan Poskitt has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 21 people have provided feedback.
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